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Abstract
This survey aims at providing the reader with a thread through the literature on the
topic ofpanel econometrics of labour supply, reporting also on the evaluation ofthe
data used in these studies, and summarizing their substantive results. It documents the
present trend away from models that take advantage ofpanel data almost exclusively
in orderto control forunobserved heterogeneity, towards fully dynamic models where
wages become endog~nousandconsequentlythe conceptofwageelasticity loses much
ofits appeal. '
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The econometrics of labour supply probably belongs to one of the technically most
advanced fields in microeconometrics. Many specific issues such as the proper
modelling oftax structures, the existence offixed costs as well as rationing have been
treated in numerous articles so that marginal gains in substantive economic insights
seem low and entrycosts into the field prohibitivelyhigh. Surprisingly, one ofthe most
obvious paths for research on labour supply, the (micro-) econometric analysis ofthe
individual's labour supply over the life cycle, has by now gained comparatively little
attention. Increasing availability of panel data for many countries as well as the
development ofappropriate econometric techniques will make econometric studies of
intertemporal labour supply behaviour using panel data not only interesting on purely
theoretical grounds, they will also help to achieve a betterunderstanding ofindividual
retirement behaviour, the functioning of institutional settings in different countries
(such as taxes, vocational training programmes, daycare for children) and the distri-
butIon ofincome and wealth to name only a few.
Estimation oflabour supply functions using panel data has been carried out mainly in
the eighties, and the number of studies reporting on such estimation is rapidly
increasing. Earlierstudies using panel data mainly concentratedon participation. Thus
it is no surprise that the excellent surveys ofPencavel (1986), Heckman and MaCurdy
(1986) and Killingsworth and Heckman (1986) hardly touched the subject. The latter
survey concluded a comparison of a large number of cross-section studies with the
words: "[these studies] seem to have reduced the mean and substantially increased the
variance of[...] what might be called the reasonable guesstimate ofthe wage elasticity
offemale I labour supply [...]. However, [...] studies based on alternative behavioural
models - notably, life cycle models, which have been used relatively little in empirical
studies - are also likely to provide important insights" (pp. 196-197).
As we shall see, there is a trend away from models that take advantage ofpanel data
almost exclusively in order to control for unobserved heterogeneity, towards fully
dynamic models where wages become endogenous and consequently the concept of
wage elasticity loses much ofits appeal.
This survey aims at providing the reader with a thread through the literature on the'
topic. However, we make no claim to exhaustivity. Section 2 concentrates mainly on
the theoretical aspectspfthe studies. Sincethe latterhave developedinan evolutionary
rather than a revolutionary fashion, that section has a strong chronological character
and is largely self-contained. Since in most data at the micro level zero hours supplied
can be observed Section 3 gives a briefintroduction to panel econometrics for limited
dependent variables. Finally, it seems worthwhile to us to supplement the survey with
a section reporting on the large bulk ofliterature recently devoted to the evaluation of
the data used in these studies. A section summarizing the substantive results precedes
concluding comments.
1 Here we shall not restrict attention to female labour supply.2 Theory
2.1 The Basic Model ofLife Cycle Labour Supply
(1)
We shall not restate here the theoretical developments contained in the survey of
Killingsworth and Heckman (1986, pp. 144-179) and refer the reader to them. Kil-
lingsworth and Heckman insist on the pioneering work ofMincer (1962). They show
that "the distinction between permanent and transitory wages is not particularly useful
from a theoretical standpoint" (p. 158) and demonstrate the usefulness of Frisch
demands
2 as an alternative to the permanent-transitory distinction. They also discuss
models with endogenous wages and conclude: "although much informal discussion
implicitly orexplicitly emphasizes the interrelationships between [...] work and wages
in a life-cycle setting, rigourous analysis ofsuch issues using formal life-cycle labour
supply models with endogenous wages is still in its infancy" (p. 178). Here we will
describe the models used for estimation in a selection ofpapers representative ofthe
trend overthe last ten years. Along the way we also give some details on the estimation
techniques and on the results, illustrating the fact that econometric modelling is by no
means linear: there is a feedback ofestimation results on model specification.
The seminal paper, as far as empirically implementable models are concerned, is
MaCurdy (1981). Theassumptions retained are fairly stringentand includeknown life
length T , perfectforesight and perfect creditmarkets, as well as constant interestand






A(O)+ L --[W(t)N(t)-C(t)] =0 /
1=0(1 +rY
where C is consumption, L leisure, N hours ofwork (N =L - L , where L denotes
maximum time available in each period for allocation between leisure and market





Thefirstorderconditions (with C ~ 0,° ~ L ~r and only L ~r explicitly taken into
account) include the lifetime budget restrictiqn (2) and
dU(t)=(l+ P)IA dC(t) l+r' t=O, ...,T
dUet) (l+P)1
dL(t) ~ 1+r AW(t), t =0, ....T
2 The uninfonned reader will find a definition below.
3 The consumption aggregate is taken as numeraire in each period.
2where A is the Lagrange multiplier of the lifetime budget restriction. The solutions
are the Frisch or A-constant demands C[A(t),W(t)],L[A(t), W(t)] ,with
A(t)=(::~JA (5)
and A. is implicitly determined by substitution ofthese demand functions in (2). Thus,
Ais a function ofthe entire wage profile W(t), t = 0, ...,T, ofthe initial wealth A(0),
and ofthe interest and time preference rates rand p. It is a sufficient statistic ofthe
past and the future as far as the present decision is concerned.
Concavity implies
aC(t) ° aL(t) <° a
2
L(t) <°
~<, aA - , aA2 - ,
aA. aA
\;It =0, ...,T. (6) aA(O) <0, aW(t) ~ 0,
In order to obtain an empirical model, MaCurdy specifies the following additively
separable utility function for individual i:
i =1, ...,N. (7)
Concavity requires° < ~ < 1, (l> 1. Heterogeneity, bothobserved and unobserved,
is modelled through random preferences with the specification
InYNj(t)=O"j - Uj*(t) , (8)
where uj*(t) is i.i.d. with zero expectation (note that time-varying characteristics are
excluded by assumption).






0=--1' b =o(p-r), uj(t)=-ou/*(t), p-r <::::In-.
(l- 1+r
This is a linear panel model with an individual-specific effect F j which has
4 to be
treated as a fixed effect because it is correlated with Wj(t) via A. 5
4 Butsee the discussion ofJakubson (1988) below.
5 See equation (6) and the implicit detennination of A.Moreover, MaCurdy considers the following linear approximation of F j :
T
Fj= £<1> + L yet) InWj(t) + Aj(0)8 + aj,
- 1=0
(11)
where ~ denotes a vectorofhousehold characteristics, and coefficients are identical
across households. Combined with the additional assumption ofa quadratic form for







Interpretation ofParameters: 0 is the intertemporal substitution (or A-constant or
Frisch) elasticity. It describes the reaction to an evolutionary change ofthe wage rate
alongthe wageprofile. Itis positivesince a> 1. Alongaprofile,evolutionarychanges
take place. MaCurdy calls changes between profilesparametric orprofile changes. A
change ~ from a profile I to a profile II at time s causes the labour supply ofprofile
II to be lower than that ofprofile I in all periods t =1= s because An < AI . Equation (11)
implies
Fn-FI =y(s)~ < O.
The neteffect on labour supply in period s , [0+ y(s)] ~, canbe positive ornegative.
O+y(s) and y(s) are the usual uncompensated (own- and cross-period) elasticities
andthe corresponding compensatedelasticities are 0+y(s) - E (s)8 and y(s) - E (s)8 ,
respectively, where E (s) denotes real earnings inperiod s .Ifleisure is anonnal good
[ 8 <0 ] , we have
0> O+y(s)- E(s)8 > O+y(s)
i.e.,
where e).. is the wage elasticity with constant marginal utility of wealth, eA is the
wage elasticity with constant (lifetime) wealth and eu is the wage elasticity with
constant (lifetime) utility.
Estimation is conducted in two stages.
Stage J: (9) is estimated in first differences:
6
D InNi} = bj + oD In Wi} + £jj' j = 2, ...,'t,i = 1, ...,N .
6 D denotes the fIrst difference operator. Another possibility would be to use within estimation. One advantage of
estimation in fIrst differences, however, is that no strict exogeneity assumption is needed.
4t denotes the numberofwaves in the available (balanced) panel, and bj =8(p - r)j is
a period effect.? No restriction is imposedon the covariance structure of £ and system
estimation (2SLS and 3SLS) is used; In Wi is treated as endogenous and instrumented,
using a human capital type equation.
In this way the reactions of N(t) to the evolutionary changes in W(t) are completely
described. Inorderto alsodescribethe reactionsoflaboursupplytoparametricchanges
in wages, more infonnation is needed.
Stage 2: Given the first stage parameterestimates, the fixed effects can be estimated
using (I) - (9) as
(13)
where tV) is age in period j. Similar equations are constructed also for variables
having means equal to the 1thi , and they are estimated in a system jointly with (12).
2.2 Tests and Relaxation of the Assumptions of the Basic Model
Uncertainty: We now assume uncertainty concerning wages and interest rates.
Replanningforthefuture takesplaceineveryperiod,onthebasisofthe newinfonnation
obtained. The individual maximizes the expected discounted utility in period t:
T lIT 1
E1 I. (1 )k_I U(k)=U(t)+I+pE1 I. (1 )k_I_IU(k) (14)
k=1 +p k=l+l +p
subject to the budget restriction
A(t) =(l +r(t»A (t - 1)+W(t)N(t) - p(t)C(t), (15)
where A(t) are the assets at the end ofperiod t, P(t) is the price ofthe consumption
aggregate in period t, and Wet) and r(t) now denote the nominal wage and interest
rate.
8 Using the Bellman principle, we define
V(t+ 1) = maxE1+ 1{ f 1k-I-l U(k)l ,
" k=l+l(1+p) J
with maximisation subject to the constraint (15) written at t + 1. This is a function of
A(t) alone and at period t the person maximizes:
7 Forclarity we follow MaCurdy in distinguishing the wave j ofthe available panel from the variable t which is related
to the age ofthe individual i. Note that bj could pick up other effects than simply variation in the interest rate.
S Some end-period constraint must be introduced, like for instance the assumption of no bequest A(T) = O. but the
precise fonn ofthe constraint does not modify the fonn ofthe solutions.
5(16)
1
Vet) = max U(t)+--Ey(t+ 1)
C(1),N(t) 1+P










A(t) = Ell 1+ ret + 1) A(t + 1)1.
l+p
The last equation implies that the individual decides on savings in such a way that the
discounted expected utility ofmoney remains constant (Eulerequation). Ifwe assume
that there is no uncertainty about ret + 1) we have




which simply defines e(t+ 1) with EI[e(t+ 1)] =0 and leads to the approximation
InA(t + 1) =InA(t) + p - ret + 1) + e(t+ 1). (20)
Therefore, the "fixedeffects" technique remains feasible inthe presenceofuncertainty
about the wage profile. However, the orthogonality between e(t+ 1) and the infor-
mationavailableattime t suggestsapplicationoftheGeneralized MethodofMoments
(GMM). Expositionhere has beenkeptfairly sketchy. See Altug and Miller(1990) for
a more elaborate treatment spelling out the implications of assuming a competitive
environment with complete markets.
Within-period additive separability: The importance of relaxing the assumption of
separability between leisure and goods is indicated in Browning and Meghir (1989)
who reject this assumption, testing it within a very\general scheme using 1979-1984
FES data (time series of cross-sections): preferences about goods are specified in a
flexible way, with conditional cost functions where no behavioural assumption con-
cerning laboursupply orparticipation decision is needed.
9 Here we shall be concerned
only with relaxing the assumption of additive separability between the two "goods"
leisure and aggregate consumption.




In section 3 we shall see that weakening this assumption is actually not as easy as it
appears at first sight when working with Frisch demands on panel data. Browning et
al. (1985), however, estimate the following specification in first differences
- ... fP(i)
Nj(t) = uI(f!it» + ~IlnWj(t) + 91-" ~+~IlnAj(t) ,
... {W;(t)
Cj(t)=Uz(~/t» + ~2lnfii(t) - 92-" p(t)+~2lnAi(t),
where "-" indicates discounting. Symmetry of the demand functions implies that
91 = 92 = 9 and within-period additive separability is equivalent to 9 =o. f!At) is a
vector ofhousehold characteristics. Browning et al. estimate the equations separately,
i.e. they do not enforce the identity 9t =92 , as would be feasible in this context since
there is no adding-up restriction (in contrast with a Marshallian demand system).
Ho_wever, they find 9t and 92 to be significantly different from zero and to have
opposite signs, which makes the entire specification appear questionable. Note that,
although Browning et al. consider aggregate consumption, no problem arises from
working with several consumption goods. Yet, durables should be given special
attention, as they might be more properly treated as assets.
So far we have focussed onthe preferences ofan individual. Inpractice, however, one
often prefers to work with household preferences. One ofthe many reasons for doing
this is the impossibility ofisolating individual from household consumption in survey
data. Then, anotherassumption whichis necessaryforthe validity ofthe specifications
that we have considered so far is the separability ofthe laboursupplies ofthe different
potentialearnersinahousehold.Ifitholds,the earningsoftheotherhouseholdmembers
can be accounted for in A(t), because then the influence ofhours and wages ofother
household members boils down to a pure income effect. Otherwise the model is mis-
specified.
A problem that arises when one considers members ofa household otherthan the head
(that asymmetry is still empirically relevant) is the participation decision. However,
still keeping to the situation where only the labour supply of the household head is
considered, we first tumto the empiricallyno less relevantproblem ofunemployment,
because it relates well to the former developments.
Unemployment: Cet:tainly one ofthe most questionable assumptions made so far is
the assumption that unemployment is voluntary. Ham (1986) produces empirical
evidenceagainstthathypothesisin the contextoflife cyclemodels(seealsoAshenfelter
and Ham, 1979). Ham uses the following modification of MaCurdy's model. If an
additional restriction consisting ofa ceiling to the numberofhours worked exists, and
if Tu is the setofindices ofthe periods where this restriction holds for individual i we
have
7JnNj(t) <Fj*+b t +8lnWj(t) +uj(t),
JnNj(t) =Fj *+b t +8lnWj(t)+uj(t),
for t E Tu ' (23)
(24)
where Ft corresponds to a higher value of A than when Tu =0 : the profile of
expected wages at each period is lowerthan in the absence ofunemployment periods.
Therefore, (9) will yield large residuals for t E Tu ifunemploymentis not the outcome
ofa free choice. The idea is then to estimate either
(25)
or JnNj(t)=Fj *+b t +8JnWj(t)+8I1t(t)+Uj(t) , (26)
where Uj(t)=1 if t E Tu and 0 otherwise, and Ht(t) denotes yearly hours of
unemployment. Ifthe assumption is correct, then 81 (or 82 ) will not significantly
differ from zero. Otherwise one would expect negative values.
The assumption is clearly rejected for both specifications (25) and (26), as well as for
other specifications allowing for uncertainty, non-linearity ( with the additional term
[In Wj(t)]
2
), non-separability (specification (21», as well as for various assumptions
on the covariancestructureofthe residuals. Theresults ofthese tests suggestmodelling
these restrictions explicitly. Lilja (1986) makes several proposals in this direction.
However, MaCurdy (1990) criticizes Ham's argument and shows that 81 (or 82)
significant in (25) (or(26» is compatible with voluntary unemployment caused by a
lowerwage offer Wj(t) for t E Tu : "Thereasoningunderlying the testing ofexclusion
restrictions in labor supply functions relies on the argument that wages fully capture
the influences ofdemand-side factors in the supply decision. This reasoning is sound
but the variable identified as relevant by intertemporal substitution theory is the offer
wage; and the offer wage deviates from the observed market wage if unemployment
occurs at all" (MaCurdy, 1990, p.228; see also Card, 1990, who interprets Ham's
findings in favour of demand-side conditions as the main determinant of observed
hours).
Accountingfortheparticipationdecision: Theprototypehereis thepaperbyHeckman
and MaCurdy (1980) which also presents thefirst estimationofa Tobitmodel onpanel
data. The specification does notdiffermuch from that ofMaCurdy (1981) butnow the
individual consideredis amarriedwoman. Separabilitybetweenthe leisuresofhusband
and wife is assumed, and the specification chosen for the utility function is
(27)
with a < 1, ~ < 1 (we have dropped the index of the individual for simplicity). The








where 111 and 112 are individual fixed effects capturing unobserved heterogeneity in
the specifications of In YL and In W.
IO (But the claim that absence ofcorrelation over
time in the u s is not a strong assumption because ofthe free correlation between 111
and 112 is questionable in two ways: (i) the 11 s are time independent, (ii) they are
viewed as being deterministic). Identification requires exclusion restrictions between
K an9 ~. Maximization of(1) subject to (2) with this specification yields
p-r <I> '" -









Equations (29) and (30) are simultaneously estimated by ML, assuming normality for
(ul(t), uzCt». Thefixed effectsare f inthe hours equation and 112 inthe wage equation.
The estimation can only be performed for women who worked at least once in the
observed periods. Correctionfor the corresponding selection bias is found to have only
a minor impact. Since asymptotic arguments are not justified in the time dimension
(only eight waves), estimates of the fixed effects are not consistent
ll and this incon-
sistency leads in principle to inconsistency ofall coefficients. However, (i) Heckman
(1981a) performed Monte Carlo simulations for fixed effects Probit with eight waves
and found that the fixed effects Probit performed well when the explanatory variables
were all strictly exogenous, (ii) Tobit should perform even better because'it is a
combination ofProbit and linear regression. The fixed effects (incidental parameters)
areestimatedsimultaneouslywiththeparametersofinterestthroughalternatediteration
on both subsets of parameters. Yet their economic interpretation is difficult because
the influence of f is mixed with that ofthe time invariant variables in ~(t) and the
1001$ in (29) is the Kronecker symbol.
11 That is, for N -t ex> •
9same holds for 112 and the time invariant variables in K(f). Regressions ofthe fixed
effects on those time invariant variables complete the picture and allow to reach
conclusions like the following: current-period household income (exclusive of the
wife's earnings) has no significant impact on labour supply, in contrast to the impact
ofan eight year average income (proxy for the permanent income).
Another study taking the participation decision into account is Jakubson (1988). The
specification is the same as above but identification of ~ and ~ is left aside and
Jakubson specifies K(f) == ~(t). The model is thus considerably simplified and takes
the general multivariate Tobit form





Jakubsonpresents threeapproachesto theestimationof(31): simplepooling,treatment
of Ci as a randomeffecttakingintoaccountthe correlation with ~i (using theapproach
ofChamberlain, 1984) and, as before, treatment of Ci as a fixed effect. For the fixed
effects, the considerations above still hold, while convergence for the random effects
specification is ensured even for short panels as long as their stochastic specification
is correct. For details, see Section 4.
The main conclusions are: (i) the panel estimates (fixed or random effects) of the
influenceofchildrenonlaboursupplyareonlyabout60%ofthecross-sectionestimates,
due to the neglect of individual effects in the latter; (ii) as concerns the life cycle
hypothesis, like in the Heckman MaCurdy study, current income does not have a
significant influence in the fixed effects estimation, yet this does not hold true for
random effects.
Disregarding the inconsistency problem associated with fixed effects here, and con-
sidering that sampling may be endogenous (one ofthe selection criteria being "stable
marriage", see Lundberg, 1988) the fixed effects approach might seem preferable on
a priori grounds. However, as we shall see in the following section, the entire speci-
fication is questionable.
2.3 Alternative Parameterization and Implications
Blundell et al. (1990) show that the specification of A-constant systems where A, or
InA., appears additively and therefore can be treated as an individual-specific effect,






,where F increases with its first argument, V * is a representation ofthe within-period
preferences, and ~ is a vector ofcharacteristics. Thus, three elements are necessary
for a complete characterization ofthe intertemporal preferences: p, F and V*. We




where g and f are some functions, xj(t) denotes demand for goodorleisure i , f!-(t)
is the price vector at t, and ~ and <I> are parameters. Blundell et al. show that for
gO = InO and f linear the within-period utility VI = F(VI*,b) must be either
homothetic (which is totally unattractive) or explicitly additive over allieisures and
goods. Therefore F =id and V*(t)=I7=1 vt(t). The devastating consequenceis that
such intertemporal preferences are completely identified (up to p) on a single
cross-section, given that some variation in the wages orprices can be observed. Thus,
this type ofspecification hardly qualifies for exploiting panel data.
Blundell et al. show that the indirect utility function corresponding to VI =F(UI*,b)
for the specification ofBrowning et al. takes the form
{
y(t)-a(p(t»}
V(y(t),f!-(t» = a - <I> exp <l>1l{e.(n) ,
where y(t) is the total expenditure in period t, a and J.l are two price indices and
<I> is the parameterappearing in (33). As a consequence, the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution <P == V/yVyy is given by <P == -<I>JlIY and therefore, since <l>J.l <0, <P
decreases for wealthier households, which goes against the intuition that the possibi-
lities for substitution should increase with wealth.
Summing up, it turns out that the requirement that Aor a function of Ashould appear
linearly in (33) imposes very strong a priori restrictions on preferences.
An alternative strategy consists in estimating the within-period preferences V* by
eliminating A, either directly between two goods or indirectly via the period budget
equation, and then estimating the monotonous transformation F and the time prefe-
rence rate p separately. The advantage is that no restriction on within-period prefe-
rences is implied. Panel data are notabsolutelynecessary for this strategy: atime series
ofindependent cross-sections proves to be sufficient and has even some advantages in
providing valid instrumental variables more easily (see Blundell and Meghir, 1990).
Blundelletal. (1989) giveagoodexampleofthe applicationofthisstrategyto demands




MaCurdy (1983) proposes todirectly estimate the marginal rate ofsubstitution func-
tions. The" first~~rder conditions (17) and (18) give
aU(t)/aN(t) aU*(t)/aN(t)
aU(t)/aC(t) aU*(t)/aC(t)
The advantage over estimating Marshallian demands is that this allows estimation of
preferences that do not imply a closed-form expression for the demandfunctions. The
estimationof(35)does notrequire apanel. Across-sectionwithenoughpricevariation,
orindeedatime series ofcross-sections, is sufficient.In spiteofthis, MaCurdy chooses
the restrictive form
[ U~(t)+v]cr-1
F.[U~(t)]=~ oCt) I ,
I I ~l cr (36)
(37)
with ~j(t)=exp{K.;(t)'~+aj(t)} ,
"(;(t) = exp{Kit)'~+ £j(t)} .
(38)
(39)
The parameters ~,~, cr, v,ec,eN' and aN are constant across individuals and over
time. This utility function is still additive, yet no longer explicitly additive, and this
form of U*(t) admits several well-knownspecialcases suchas CES,addilog and Stone
Geary. (Surprisingly enough, MaCurdy is not at all interested in the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution in that study). There is no identification problem here since
(38) and (39) are estimated in two different dimensions: (39) is estimated in the 'in-
dividual' dimension and (38) in the 'time' dimension. Equations (35) and (37) yield
In;g; = -K)t)'~+
(40)
which gives consistentestimators (onasinglecross-sectionifdesired) for ~,aN'ac,eN
and 8c . Using those one can obtain "fj(t) by substitution of K.;(t)'~-£j(t) from (40)
into (39). Substitution of(17) into (20)gives
J au* ] J au* ] 11Fj(t+l)' ac (t+l) =b(t+l)+llFj(t)' ac (t) +e(t+l), (41)
where b(t+ 1) = P- ret + 1) + In[P(t+ 1)] -In[P(t)], i.e. the difference between the





In a~ (t+l)-In a~ (t)=b(t+l)-[K.;Ct+l)-Ki(t)]'~+
(1-cr)[ln(Ui*(t+ l)+v)-ln(Ui*(t)+<»] +ai(t)-ai(t+ 1)+11(t+ I).
(42)
(43)
Either time series or panel data contain all the information needed to estimate (42).
Instrumental variables are necessary to take account ofthe endogeneity of ut(t) and
ut(t + I) , and Pagan's (1984) method ofcorrecting the variance of the estimators is
advisable here because estimated parameters are used in the construction ofregressors
as well as regressands in (42). Taking account ofmeasurement errors in hours, wages
or consumption would be difficult here because such errors would contaminate fi(t)
(see (40)) and would therefore produce non-linear errors in the variables in (42).
Errors in variables are thoroughly treated by Altonji (1986) using instrumental
variables methods. Unfortunately, in orderto obtain the required linearity Altonji uses
aversionofMaCurdy's (1981) restrictiveform, i.e. an explicitlyadditive within-period
utility function
u = f _1_[YCkCae _ YNk NaN]
I k =I (1 +P)k Uc k aN k '
where YCk and YNk are time-varying taste modifiers. The A-constant demands are
12
(44)
InCI =cst + <>dlnA, + t In(1 + p)-lnYd . (45)
Rather than estimating (44) in first differences,13 Altonji proposes substituting
In AI + t InC1+ p) out of (44) and (45). We now assume that the observations contain
the measurementerrors V~I , V~I and e;, and consistin n;=InN,+ V~/' cl*=InCI + V~I
and w; =In WI +e;. Since WI is not directly observed but is calculated by dividing
period incomeby N, ~ V~I is correlated with e, * butneitherofthe two will be correlated
with V~I. Thus, we obtain the model
(46)
12From now on we switch from ourprevious convention to letting t appearasa subscript, in order to alleviate notation.
13 Yet this is done for comparison.
13The advantage over first differences is that the substitution using c/* does not bring
lagged wages into the equation. Even more important perhaps, the assumption about
expectations that was used above to motivate estimating first differences under
uncertainty is no longer necessary. Instruments are used for w/* and c/* . The results
do not differ much from MaCurdy's.
Blundell, Browning and Meghir (1989) give a good example for a less restrictive use
ofthe alternative estimation methods mentioned above but it is limited to the demand
for goods. Yet, we do not know of a study that estimates a complete system of life
cycle laboursupply andgoods demands usingpanel data. Blundell and Walkerestimate
such a system with a cross-section andthe calculation ofsubstitution elasticities they
present is based on arbitrary assumptions. The reason for this strategy is the missing
of data material that would allow identification of the rate of time preference and of
the monotone transformation (see equation (32)). A remedy for this shortcoming and
thereforeapossiblesolutionofthe problem is the combineduseofvarious datasources:
see Arellano and Meghir (1989) for a possible approach.
2.4 Relaxing the assumption ofintertemporal separability
Although relaxing this assumption is no easytask, it is importantbecauseall the studies
thattest the assumption clearlyreject it. Iftheestimation results are to be used in policy
analysis, the specification must produce interpretable parameters and not merely a
separability test. In this respect, it seems difficult to simultaneously model the multiple
reasons that lead to the rejection of separability. Most empirical studies therefore
concentrate on only one ofthe aspects. The modelling ofpartial adjustment or rational
habit formation in an optimization scheme over the life cycle is such a practicable
extension.
Yet before turning to structural models relaxing the intertemporal separability
assumption, it is interesting to discuss the results ofa VAR approach to modelling the
relationship between wages and hours ofwork using panel data. As a prototype forthis
kind ofapproach we will focus on the study by Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) but also refer
the reader to Abowd and Card (1989).
Holtz-Eakin et al. analyse a sample of 898 males from the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSrD) over 16 years. They estimate linear equations for wages and hours
with lags of equal lengths on both wages and hours on the right hand side of each
equation, and individual effects. Note that the equation on hours does not nest the
simple life-cycle model of MaCurdy (1981) since the contemporaneous wage is exc-
luded and no serial correlation is allowed. By contrast, the form ofthe wage equation
could be justified by human capital considerations. Howeve!'. attempts at interpreting
these reduced form equations are not in line with the VAR approach. The model of
Holtz-Eakinetal. does nota priori impose the ~tationarity ofthe coefficients overtime,
not even for the individual effect. The estimation strategy relies on GMM, combined
with quasi-differencing along the lines of Chamberlain (1984, p. 1263) in order to
14eliminate the individual effect while allowing for non-stationarity. Errors in variables
are easily dealt with within this linearGMMframework, butagain underthe restrictive
assumption that they presentno serial correlation. Starting witha maximum lag length
ofthree periods (involving four lags ofthe original variables in the quasi-differenced
equations)parameterstabilityis rejected fornoneofthe twoequations, andthe analysis
proceeds more simply with first differences. The next step concerns testing for the
lag-length, and the assumption that one lag is sufficient to describe the data is rejected
in no equation at the 1% level but rejected in the hours equation at the 5% level.
Furthermore, one cannot reject the assumption that lagged hours could be excluded
from the wage equation. The same holds for lagged wages inthe hours equation when
using only one lag but not if two lags are retained (an argument in favour ofnesting
the non-causality test within the hypothesis about the lag length is that in this way the
test statistics tum out to be asymptotically independent, which facilitates pin-pointing
the reasons for rejection ofthe jointhypothesis). Tests for measurementerrorbias are
constructed using internal instruments in the simple first-order autoregressive models,
in order to increase the power ofthe test. The assumption ofabsence ofmeasurement
errorcannotbe rejected at the 5% level but there is evidence that the test may have low
power in this instance. Most results are qualitatively, and, what is more surprising,
quantitatively replicated on a sample from the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS).
The authors conclude (p. 1393):"Ourempirical results are consistent with the absence
oflagged hours in the wage forecasting equation, and thus with the absence ofcertain
human capital ordynamic incentive effects. Our results also show that lagged hours is
importantin the hours equation, which is consistent with the alternatives to the simple
labor supply model that allow for costly hours adjustment or preferences that are not
time separable. As usual, ofcourse, these results might be due to serial correlation in
the error term or a functional form misspecification". The problem of possible serial
correlation in the error term is ofno minor importance and in the sequel we stress the
way in which it is dealt with.
Bover (1991) estimates a rational habits model in a certainty framework with a mini-
mum amount of replanning. The salient feature of her approach is that the model
specification is constructed in such a way that it allows for an explicit expression of
the marginal utility of wealth A, as a function of future wages, initial wealth, the
(constant)interestrate, andpreferenceparameters.Theadvantageofsuchanexpression
is that it allows a direct analysis ofwealth effects on intertemporallabour supply (see
Card, 1990, for the potential importance of such effects), whereas the approach of
MaCurdy (1981) a1l9ws such an analysis only in a very indirect and unsatisfactory












(48)where the variables have the same interpretation as in equations (1) and (2), and ~
measures habit persistence. The Stone-Geary specification (47) was also used by
Ashenfelterand Ham (1979) in orderto derive an explicitexpressionforAunderperfect
foresight. The novel feature here lies in the relaxation ofthe intertemporal separability
assumption through the rational habit formation assumption (in a former paper Bover
(1986) considered two alternative models, one with partial adjustment and one with
myopic habit formation which did not take account ofall direct and indirect influences
ofcurrent laboursupplyon future decisions, as the rational habitformation modeldoes,
but she found all these models to be empirically indistinguishable).
Defining N; = Nk- ~Nk -1 and W; = I.J:~(1 +rr
jepiwk+j allows to rewrite (47)-(48)
in the usual form of a separable intertemporal utility function with arguments
{N; ,Ck}k=1, ...,T and an additively separable intertemporal budget constraint. The
corresponding Frisch demands are linear in At and the expression of the latter is
obtained by substituting these into the budget constraint. The reason for the subscript
t in At is the replanning that takes place at each period, when the individual forms
new predictions about his wage profile. The somewhat arbitrary assumption here is
that each individual's future wages lie on a specific time trend, and that the individual
learns more about the two coefficients ofthis relationship as more time passes by. This
is disturbing, because if the relationship were deterministic two observations would
suffice to pin it down withouterror, andifnot we have uncertainty aboutfuture wages,
whereas the derivation of A assumed the W; to be known.
This specification yields a static nonlinear model which can be exactly linearized
through transformations ofthe exogenous variables on the one hand and ofthe para-
metersonthe otherhand.Theerrorspecificationis ofthe ECMtypewiththeunobserved
heterogeneity subsumed in a time-invariant individual effect. Bover estimates the
dummy variable model with unrestricted covariance for the residual error term inc-
luding also time dummies and using instruments to cope with potential endogeneity
and measurement error problems concerning the wage variable. These instruments
should be strictly exogenous conditional on the individual effect and the instruments
used seem indeed to have this property. A X
2-test of the overidentifying restrictions
leads to no clear-cut rejection of of the specification. The results show a significant
effect ofthe lagged hours on the current decision.
The approaches of Hotz, Kydland and Sedl~cek (1988) (HKS) and Shaw (1989) (S)
are based on similar specifications and estimation methods, and can therefore be
described together. While Boversubstitutes the marginal utility ofmoney in the Euler
equation with a very special assumption about the wage path, here the agents have
rationalexpectationsconcerningtheuncertainwageprofile,andthe resulting stochastic
Euler equations are directly estimated with GMM. The basic difference between the
two approaches lies in the kind ofnon-separability which is allowed for. HKS assume
rational habit formation and therefore account for intertemporal non-separability of
preferences, like Bover does. Analogous to her they assume that the wage path is not
influencedbythehoursdecision,thusassumingintertemporalseparabilityinthebudget
16constraint. By contrast Shaw actually relaxes the latter assumption, i.e. she allows for








and L denotes leisure. The HKS specification nests intertemporal separability (a=0)
-and the models ofJohnson and Pencavel (1984) and Bover (1986, 1991), where only
the laboursupplyoftheprevious perioddoes playaroleinthe preferencesofthecurrent
period (11 = I).
The budget restriction is
(50)
(51)
in self-explaining notations, but Shaw defines WI as the product RIKI ofthe human
capital stock K I and its rental rate RI and choses a quadratic approximation f for
the relationship between KI+ 1 on the one side and KI and NI on the other side, which
yields the atypical earnings function
WI
+1=~ WIJ Nt' .
RI + 1 RI
This equation is separately estimated using IV, and the validity ofthat procedure may
be questioned. The specification for U is the Translog in both approaches. The esti-
mation ofthe preference parameters is by GMM using the orthogonality conditions in
the stochastic Euler equations. In order to avoid misspecification due to the potential
endogeneity of wages, HKS only use the Euler equation for consumption. Since
parameters a and'. 11 are identified under the maintained assumption ofno contem-
poraneous additive separability between Z/ and C/, this allows testing the form of
the intertemporal non-separability in preferences. Moreover, a score test ofthe wage
exogeneityis offered. HKS alsoexplainhowto cope withacertaindegreeofcorrelation
between individuals through macroeconomic shocks or regional variables. Both
approaches are estimated oversmall samples ofmen from the PSID (482 for HKS and
526 for S). Neither of the two studies handles measurement errors or unobserved
heterogeneity, due to the high degree ofnon-linearity in the Euler equations. The last
point, in particular, is problematic since the presence ofunobserved heterogeneity can
bias the conclusions about state dependence in dynamic models (e.g. Chamberlain,
1984). The theoretical setting (Euler equation) implies orthogonality between the
residual attimetandall theinformationavailableup to t - 1. Thus,inGMMestimation,
17all variables dated t - 1 or earlierqualify in principle as instruments for the equation
dated t. This implication of theory can be tested by a x2-test of overidentifying
restrictions using two sets of instruments, one being restricted to strictly exogenous
instruments. HKS conduct such a test and do not reject the null oforthogonality.
HKS separately estimate the parameters for two age groups and reach the following
conclusions.Theestimatedparameters a and (l -11) arepositiveandwell-detel1llined
and therefore interteIhporal separability is rejected, and not only Lt-I but also leisure
decisions in previous yearshaveadirectinfluenceoncurrentdecisions. Theseparability
between Z, and C, in the Translog utility function is also rejected, as is exogeneity
ofthe wages. A slightly disturbing result is the negativity ofthe estimated rate oftime
preference. At first, Shaw finds the same result, yet the introduction of sufficient
observable heterogeneity in the other preference parameters yields a not unreasonable
value of4.2%. Her other conclusions are as follows. The rental rate ofhuman capital
varies considerably over time and the number ofhours worked has a strong influence
on future wages. This result offers a possible explanation for the misspecification of
the usual static earnings function. Because of the model structure and especially the
fact that the non-linearity is within the budget constraint, the overall implications of
the model canonlybe evaluatedby simulation.Simulatingrevealsthatthe intertemporal
elasticity of labour supply is not constant as is usually assumed in static models, but
instead rises over the life cycle.
It seems that these models have been used with male rather than with female labour
supply because the estimation method used does not readily extend to discrete data.
Altug and Miller (1991) propose a solution to that problem. We shall not go into the
details oftheir paper, which is still largely preliminary, but it seems worth mentioning
that this is avery sophisticated and innovative study, which also considerably improves
upon the treatment ofaggregate shocks adopted by the two studiesjustmentioned. The
main drawback is that estimation of the model of Altug and Miller is intricate, com-
bining GMM with simulation ofparticipation probabilities and iterative estimation of
Euler equations, including non-parametric regressions at each iteration. In short, it
requires the use of a supercomputer. Another drawback, a theoretical one, is that the
model heavily relies on the assumption that actual hours ofwork differ from expected
or contracted hours of work in a stochastic manner. While this may be attractive for
some occupations (think of academics), it is much less convincing for most one can
think of. To our knowledge, this is the 'only study of labour supply allowing for non-
separability both in the preferences and in the budget constraint.
The study ofEckstein and Wolpin (1989a) shares this generality butrestricts attention
to theparticipationdecisionanddisregardsaggregateshocks. Insofar,itdoesnotexactly
fit the framework of this survey. Yet it seems possible to fOl1llulate labour supply
models in a similar way, and the study exemplifies the type 1)[precise statements that
becomes possible with this degree of generality, Ct\ncerning e.g. the influence of
experience on labour supply: the results ofEckstein and Wolpin show that experience
lowers the utility of continued work but that the effect is over-compensated by the
18(52)
positive influence ofexperience on future wages. Theirapproach also has the definite
advantage ofexplicitly taking the unobserved heterogeneity into account. Estimation
is basedon theexplicitsolutionofthedynamicprogrammingproblemofeachindividual
in each iteration ofa maximum-likelihood procedure.
14 The problem is
r-t( 1 )k
max Et L -1- U(Pt+k'~+k,Xt+k,Ht+k-I'S),
k=O +P
where Ps is the participationindicatorofthe period s, ~ is the vectorofthenumber
ofchildren in different age groups, Xs is consumption, Hs -1 is the numberofperiods
worked before the current period and S is education. The budget constraint is given
by
(53)
The LHS variables are the male and female earnings and the last terms on the RHS are
the costs of children and the fixed cost,of participation. Therefore, there is not any
credit possibility here, in contrast to the models we have discussed so far where the
existence ofperfect capital markets was assumed. The functional form chosen for U
is
(54)
where f can remain unspecified because ~ is not a decision variable (the women
are aged 39-44 years inthe initial period). Thesample used consists of318 women out
of the 1967-1982 NLS). The specification is not as detailed as in Shaw's study,
especially the rental rate ofhuman capital variable is not included:
InYt
W= ~I + P2Ht-1 + ~3Ht2_1 + P4S +Et· (55)
An interesting idea which is mentioned, yet not pursued, by the authors would be to
also let the variance of Et depend on past decisions. Given all those ingredients the
decision rule at time t takes the reservation wage fann:
Pt = 1 if Et ~E;(HI_I)' (56)
PI =0 otherwise,
where the function E; depends on all parameters. Measurement errors in Inyt are
explicitly accounted for, using the assumptions of the classical errors-in-variables
model. Except for the parameters a 1 and ~4 ofthe utility function, which cannot be
separately identified from parameters band c ofthe budget constraint, all the other
parameters are identified.
14 Eckstein and Wolpin (1989b) survey the use ofthis approach for several economic problems and G6niil (1989) gives
another example ofapplication to the participation decisiori ofmen in the presence oflayoffs and uncertain job offers.
19Noteworthy results are the following: (i) the variance ofearnings accounts for 85% of
the errorprocess, which suggests a certain caution with respectto the results obtained
by Shaw; (ii) U:3 is not significant and therefore the intertemporal separability of
preferences cannotbe rejected; "fixedeffects" and "randomeffects" estimations on the
subsample of those women who have changed their participation status at least once
show that this result is not a consequence of the neglect ofunobserved heterogeneity
- at least as far as the parameters ex] and U:3 are concerned; (iii) education does play
a major role in the explanation ofthe changing rates ofparticipation.
Although this approach seems very promising, it must be stressed that it very heavily
relies on the rationality of the household, since it incorporates an explicit solution of
the dynamic programming problem at each period. In this respect, the approach of
Altug and Miller, which rests only on the estimation offirst orderconditions, is much
less demanding although it also assumes rational expectations. At this stage it would
be difficult to say which ofthese two approaches will prove to be more successful in
practice.
3 Data Issues
This section is concerned with data problems in the economics oflaboursupply. These
are relatively minor as compared to other fields of labour economics (Hamermesh,
1988), like for instance the discussion of union differentials (see Solon, 1988, 1989,
for some points on self-selection and wage differentials and also Freeman, 1984, on
labour market dynamics). A number of variables playa key role in theory but can
actually never be measured, such as human capital, marginal value of wealth etc.
Approximations are usedforresolvingthe dilemma. Yet,as long as thiskindofvariable
is used in a model, the latter will be almost immune to falsification. The problemhere
is one ofeconomic theory, ofmaking models operational (testable), ratherthan one of
econometrics(seeGriliches, 1986).Thentherearedatathatcaninprinciplebemeasured
but are usually not collected: data sets describing the demand and supply sides of a
labour market equally well, extensive data on the biographical background ofindivi-
duals, etc., are not readily available. Here an evaluation is needed of what is feasible
and whatis likely to befruitful, possibly along the lines ofStafford's (1986) approach,
that Hamermesh (1988) labels as Schumpeterian. A further point is the quality ofthe
available data and this is the main concern ofthis section. We will discuss the extent
ofdata mismeasurement and its implications for estimation.
Here we provide an overview of e~pirical evidence from validation studies on mea-
surement errors. The point in examining the data quality ofvarious panels instead of
concentrating on the classical errors-in-variables model (EVM) is that the measured
errors failed to meetthe assumptions ofthe EVM.Forexample,errors inearnings were
found to have positive autocorrelation overtwo years and to be negatively correlated
with true earnings (Bound and Krueger, 1989, Bound et al. 1990). This does not mean
that innumerable panels have to be re-examined to evaluate their data quality: 90% of
the published studies work with either the Panel Study ofIncome Dynamics (PSID),
20the Current Population Survey (CPS) or the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS)
(Hamermesh, 1988). The characteristics of the measurement errors in those data sets
have all been evaluated in validation studies but doubts remain concerning the repre-
sentativeness of those studies and the stability of the properties found. Yet, the only
alternative to validation studies is ignorance.
An error - the term "error" does not imply that a wrong answer has not been given on
purpose - is defined as the deviation of interview answers of employees from the
corresponding validation data source (either employer or social security data): in the
sequel we shall referto measurementsfrom this seconddata source as the "true" values.





where "-" indicates observed ratherthan true. The classical EVM assumptions, i.e. the
correlation between the error-in-variables terms as well as their correlations with the
variables are all assumed to be zero, lead to the following conclusions: (i) an error in
the dependent variable causes a loss in efficiency; (ii) errors in the regressor lead to
downward biased and inconsistent estimates, the degree ofbias expressed as the ratio






s= ., a:' ,
0';,+ u,(l -p)/(l-r)
(60)
ifwe wantto look at the consequences ofestimating in first differences, assuming that
both true value and measurement error are autocorrelated, with autocorrelation coef-
ficients r for x and p for u.
Dropping the classical assumptionJ5 ofno correlation between u and x, the reliability
measure I;: can be generalized to
I;: =cov(x,u) or I;: =cov(Lix,~u) (61)
var(x) var(Lix)
for levels and first differences, respectively.J6 Alternatively (Bound et aI., 1990), the
downward biasinducedis givenby bux obtainedbyrunningthe hypothetical regression
15 Since no findings on actual correlation structures of £ with the other error tenns or variables can be obtained the
m\sumption of £ being uncorrelated with all other variables and error tenns is mainlained.
16 Bound and Krueger (1989) estimate the elemenlS of the formulae given above. Their estimation procedure is com-
plicated by the fact that. in the tax files they use, annual earnings are truncated at the maximum taxable income.
21u = ~x +u*. Ifthere is negative correlation between x and u then bu. .: can be smaller
than ~. Allowing for correlation between the dependent variable and its error term,
the inducedbias is proportional to dvy obtained, as above, by hypotheticallyestimating
v = by +v*. These results still hold ifone is working with first differences rather than
with levels. Taking the autocorrelation r into account, the variance of Ax is given
by 2a.;(1 - r) which can be larger or smaller than a;. A worst case scenario of
aggravating bias by moving from levels to differences would be a highly correlated x
and an almost uncorrelated u. This would decrease the signal-to-noise ratio consi-
derably. On the otherhand, the bias from omitting a variable that is constant overtime
and correlated with x is avoided and there is no way ofassessing the trade-offin bias
occurring when moving from levels to first differences. Griliches and Hausman (1986)
give conditions for the within estimator to be less severely asymptotically biased than
a difference estimator.
Reading the following paragraphs the reader ought to keep in mind that some of the
reported error characteristics might be due to the particular setting of the validation
study (see Bound et ai., 1990). It is always a good idea to check the original literature
to see how exactly the results have been obtained. Findings on the characteristics of
errors affecting different variables of interest are described below.
AnnualEarnings: Theseseem to beunderreported in general. MellowandSider(1983)
find that employer-reported wage exceeds employee-reported wage by 4.8% on ave-
rage. Duncan and Hill (1985) measure the average absolute difference between
employer and employee data to be 7%. The average absolute change was found to be
largerinemployerthan in employee data, soerrorvariancedid notincreasethe variance
ofthe employee data. Bound and Krueger (1989) found the mean reverting error, i.e.
the negative correlation ofthe true value with the measurementerror, to be largerthan
-0.4 in absolute terms for men in each year oftheir study. Employees obviously tend
to state some amount between their true income and the average income of workers.
This reduces bias ifearnings are used as an independent variable but produces bias if
earnings are used as a dependent variable. Distribution of the measurement error is
unimodal and bell shaped with very heavy tails. ~ is somewhat higher than the value
found by Duncan and Hill (1985), being slightly above 80%, and it increases if auto-
correlations are taken care of. With first differences the reliability falls (but not
significantly) because ofmean reverting error and positive autocorrelation (pp.!1 and
16). Questions about earnings asking for "usual" or for last week's (month's) figures
tend to be worse than what is found for annual figures (Bound et aI., 1990).
Annual Hours: Mellow and Sider (1983) find that male workers overreporthours by
3.9% whereby in 15% of the cases employer exceeds employee response and the
opposite is true for 30%. Card (1987) uses these results to estimate a true variance of
0.26 out of a total variance (including error) of 0.35. Dunca.G and Hill detect a 10%
error in absolute differences from the mean. Bound et .11. find reports of"usual" hours
to be of about the same quality whereas questions about last week's hours are less
reliable.
22Note: Outliers are often removed from the panel before the estimations are run. This
corresponds to the assumption that values that lie outside ofa certain interval around
the mean are likely to be mainly due to measurement errors. However, removing all
values that were farther than 5 standard deviations away from the mean, Duncan and
Hill (1985) found that the reliability ofthe data sunk.
Average Hourly Earnings: The most thorough evaluation ofthat figure was made by
Bound et al. who compared three different ways of calculating wages, all based on
forming a ratio ofdifferent earnings and hours measures in orderto arrive at a hourly
wage measure. They asked (a) for data ofthe last pay period, (b) of last year and (c)
for usual earnings and hours. The quality of the hours data is fairly constant across
strategies, the correlationbetweenthe interviewandthe true values rangingfrom 0.60
to 0.64. The annual earnings data show a correlation of0.81 and a reliability oftwo
thirds. This clearly dominates the two other strategies, which produce correlations of
0.46andreliabilitiesbelowonefourth. Thehourly wages calculatedbydividingannual
figures are clearly superior to the other two measures. Duncan and Hill calculated an
-error in average absolute values of -12%. Here too, the removal of outliers tends to
decrease the signal-to-noise ratio.
Boundetal. givedetailed tables ofall the observablecorrelations relevantforassessing
the validity ofthe classical assumptions as well as the nature ofthe bias (partly taken
from Bound and Krueger, 1989).
Assessing the impactofmeasurementerrorby comparing results ofregressions based
onnoisyemployee-supplieddatatomore reliableemployer-supplieddata, Mellowand
Sider consider the hours/earnings complex as a dog that does not bark. However,
Duncan and Hill run the following regression
InY =Yo +"ITTNR+YpPEX +yEED+£, (62)
where Y denotes annual earnings, TNR is tenure, PEX is previous experience and ED
is education, and find that the returns to tenure are 25% lower when earnings are
measured with error, i.e. when using the figures supplied by employees rather than
employers. Bound et al. find that returns to tenure are underestimated by a third and
returns to schooling overestimated by a third. The effects are less clear ifearnings are
used as an independent variable.
Correlation Structures: With the correlation stmcture that we have in the earnings
data, the optimal choice ofan estimator depends not only on the type of process, but
on the particular correlation coefficients. In general the more positive autocorrelation
the errorshave, themoreofitis eliminatedusingfirstdifferences.ConsequentIy, Bound
etal. (1990) conclude that "first differencing is not as harmful as had been previously
thought".
RetrospectiveReports: Data problems are generally aggravated ifthe data were not
reported in current but in later periods. Estimations based on data obtained by retros-
pective reporting face serious measurement error. Bound et al. (1990) find that only
one third of past spells of unemployment are reported. More than one third of long
spells (30 weeks and more) were not reported, the rest was seriously underreported.
23The spells close to the interview were reported more accurately but less than half of
them were reported at all. This mightin part explain the influence oferrors on earnings
functions: if unemployment is underreported and "usual" incomes are reported by
workers, the incomeeffects of"unusual" unemployment, e.g. during a recession, being
ignored, we have a negative covariance of earnings and tenure via the negative cor-
relation ofunemployment and tenure.
• Duncan and Hill (1985) report that the difference from average annual earnings in
absolute value rises from 7% for the current year to 20% for the year preceding the
report. The increased variance must be due to increased error variance. The absolute
difference ofreported hourly earnings also rises significantly from $2.13 to $2.63 with
an average hourly wage ofless than $17. The errorofreported annual work hours also
rose from 10% to 12% in absolute terms.
Using Demand Side Data: In his study on data difficulties in labour supply,
Hamermesh (1988) concludes that information from the demand side will have to be
used in future studies because the approach ofexclusively using supply data is at the
point ofdecreasing returns. This pointis explicitly stressed by many other researchers,
as forexample Card (1987) and Abowd and Card (1989) who claim thatthe covariance
structure ofhours and earnings implies that both are equiproportionally affected by a
component that would be identified as individual productivity growth in a life cycle
context. However, individual productivity growth should affectearnings far more than
hours accordingto the life cycletheory. Thereforethe authors considertheproportional
movement ofearnings and hours as mainly demand-driven. The same conclusion is
drawn by Altonji and Paxson (1986) who arrive attheirfindings by estimatingdifferent
hours determination models.
Panel data sets that contain data on individuals,theirjobs and the industry they work
in are rarely, if at all, available.
17 A remedy would be to use the available panels on
individuals and add some variables on "their" industries (from otherdata sources). One
has to be aware ofthe fact that by doing so one adds yet anothermeasurement errorto
the list. Mellow and Sider (1983) find that detailed industry affiliation is correctly
reported only in 70% to 90% of the cases. They run a regression on the job-
risk/wage-compensation trade-off and find that using the correct data instead of the
interview data (which in this case -CPS- contained only 15% wrong answers) leads to
an increase of40% to 50% in the coefficient.
Job characteristics: The use ofadditionaljobcharacteristics, as suggeste,d by Altonji
and Paxson (1986), bears some risk because only 57.6% ofthe respondents were able
to identify their detailed (three digit) occupational status correctly. Duncan and Hill
(1985) find that salient fringe benefits are reported quite correctly but for example
eligibility for early retirement is not reported correctly in 28% ofthe cases.
17 A notable exception is the Gennan Soziookonomisches Panel.
24Appendix on data sources
Duncan and Hill (1985): Data from a company compared with data from interviews
that are based on the Panel Study ofIncome Dynamics (PSID) questionnaire.
Mellow andSider (1983): Data from a special supplementto the January 1977 Current
Population Survey (CPS) and from the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project, both
containing data from employees and their employers. Mellow and Sider state that
proxies are about as reliable as self-reported data.
Bound, Brown, Duncan and Rodgers (1990): Data from the PSIDVS (VS indicating
that a validation study has been conducted for this particular sample from the PSID),
from afirm which provided data ofits workers thatparticipatedin PSID, and data from
the March Current Population Survey (1977 and 1978) matched to the Social Security
earnings records.
Boundand Krueger (1989): CPS and Social Security pay-roll tax records (see above).
The sample was truncated; this is believed to impose a downward bias on reliability
measures. The Mellow and Sider proxy result holds here, too.
Abowd and Card (1989): Data from the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS), PSID
and Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments (SIME/DIME) were used,
outliers were removed! The validation study strategy is to compare a second data set
from supposedly more reliable sources with the data obtained from the employee
interviews.
Freeman (1984) CPS 1977, CPS 1979.
254 Econometrics
While the analysis ofstatic male labour supply functions using cross section data has
always been regarded as little fruitful due to the lack of variability of hours the esti-
mation ofmal~laboursupply overthe life cycle has gained more interest in the context
of panel data. Since the truncation problem is often negligible for the conventional
male labour~supply case, most of the standard estimation techniques developed for
panel data can be applied. See Chamberlain (1984) and Hsiao (1986) for excellent
surveys. In this section we restrict attention to the econometrically more challenging
case ofnon-linear panel models that are able to account for individual heterogeneity
and the participation decision. Maddala (1987) gives a non-technical survey on much
of the previous work on limited dependent variable models using panel data.
Let us illustrate the available estimation techniques for a simple participation model
withheterogeneity. Startingfrom a straightforward extensionofabinarychoicemodel
for panel data we have




if Yj: ~ 0,
otherwise,
(i.e. the individual WOrkS)}
where Yj: represents a latent variable (e.g. the difference between market wage and
reservation wage) and Cj an individual specific effect. Since differencing ofthe i-th
observation in order to eliminate the individual effect is not feasible in models with
qualitative or limited dependent variables, none ofthe standard approaches to panel
data can be applied. Given fixed individual effects standard MLE yields consistent
estimates only when T tends to infinity. The more likely panel data situation of a
small number ofwaves and a large number ofcross-sectional observations produces
an incidental parameterproblem. ForMLEinqualitative orlimiteddependentvariable
models, estimates ofthe fixed effects Cj and the common slope parameters ~ are not
independent ofeach other. Thus the inconsistencies ofthe fixed effect estimates lead
to inconsistent estimates ofthe slope parameters (see Chamberlain, 1984, p.1275 for
a proofbased on the logit specification).
TheonlyfixedeffectapproachforlargeNandfixedTthatproducesconsistentestimates
for ~ is the conditional maximum likelihoqd logitapproach proposedby Chamberlain
(1980).18Given uncorrelatederrortenns Uj/ , the main ideaoftheconditionallikelihood




approachis to conditiononthe statistics Lt dit, whichare sufficientfor Ci. Toillustrate,
let us assumeforsimplicityapanel consistingofonlytwo waves.
19Thenthe probability
of participation is given by:
exp(p':Iit +cJ
P(dit =1I:IiI,:Ii2'cJ = - " (64)
1+ exp(Q:Iit + ci )
Hence the i-th individual's participation probabilities conditional on a change ofpar-
ticipation status (dil + di2=1) are:
P(di] = 1ILd
it
= 1) = eXp(~'~il-:Ii2)) ,
1+ exp(Q C:IiI - :Ii2))
1
P(d'2=llIdll =1)=---,---
I + exp(Q C:Ill - :I'2))
Note that the conditional probabilities do not depend on the fixed effect. Defining the
random variable Wi for the two sequences ofchange in participation status:
(67)
(68)
gives the following conditional log-likelihood function for the subsample of the
individuals who change their participation status:
I L - "{ I ( exp(Q'C:Iil - :Ii2)) J n -4-.w,n +
iEB ' 1+exp(Q'C:Iil-:Ii2))
(
1 ) (l-wJln , .
I +exp(Q C:IiI -:Ii2))
Since (6~8) has the same form as the log-likelihood in the binary logit case, standard
ML-Iogit software packages can be applied to obtain consistent parameter estimates
of Q and estimates' of the asymptotic standard errors provided (68) satisfies some
regularity conditions. The latter impose mild restrictions on the fixed effects. The
econometric software package LIMDEP includes a conditional ML-Iogit routine for
panel data up to five waves which does not require a preprocessing ofthe original data
to obtain the conditional likelihood specification. However, since the conditional
ML-Iogit approach uses only the observations on changes in the labour force partici-
pation status, there is likely to bea substantial reduction inthe numbers ofobservations
]9 This classical example is given by Chmnberlain (1984) and Maddala (1987).
27that can actually be used for estimation. Moreover, comparative static results in terms
ofthe marginal participation probabilities (64) are not available. The conditionallogit
approach only allows the evaluation of the estimated change in the log odds ofparti-
cipation.
Ifone is willing to accept the random effects assumption with Vii = Ci + Uil as normally
distributederrorterm that is correlated across cross-sectional units, ML-probit(orML-
Tobit)estimationof(63) yields consistentparameterestimates. Robinson (1982) gives
a prooffor the Tobit model which also holds for the probit. However, simple pooling
approaches yield inefficient estimates since they ignore the correlations among the
errors. Given a multivariate normal distribution for Vit , MLE remains computationally
tractable for small panels (T ~ 3). For larger panels some authors (see Heckman and
Willis, 1976, Heckman, 1981c, and Butler and Moffitt, 1982) suggest more parsimo-
nious specifications ofthe error term covariance matrix in order to avoid the compu-
tation of T -fold integrals. Assuming that the individual effect results from a random
distribution G which depends on a parameter vector Qand is independent of the
explanatory variables, the log likelihood function for the binary choice problem with
normal errors becomes:
(69)
where <1> denotes the standard normal distribution. Under weak regularity conditions,
maximization of(69) gives consistent estimates of ~ and Qas N tends to infinity.
As already outlinedin section2, appropriateassumptionsaboutthepreferencestructure
yieldeconometricallytractable decisionrules forthe life cycle leisureandconsumption
decisions. The Euler equations generated by such a model can be estimated by
exploiting the orthogonality between'every variable in an information set 0t and the
error term at t + 1 that arises from the approximation in equation (20). Generalized
method of moments estimators (GMM), sometimes also referred to as non-linear
instrumental variables or orthogonality conditions estimators, impose sample analo-
gues of population orthogonality conditions implied by the regression equation (see
Hansen, 198,2, and White, 1982). ,Unlike the previously discussed approaches to the
random effects model withqualitative orlimited dependentvariable, application ofthe
GMM principle to panel data does not require an explicit parameterization of the
temporal covariances of the errors. Thus, GMM is immune against misspecification
with respect to autocorrelation and conditional heteroskedasticity given the choice of
valid instruments. Avery, Hansen and Hotz (1983) apply GMM to the female labour
force participation problem and Hotz et al. (1988) use the GMM principle to estimate
malelaboursupplyoverthe lifecycle, ignoringthetrm:-:ationofthe dependentvariable.
Assuming some functional form for the utility function leads to the i-th individual's
Euler equation ofthe general form:
28!C:!.jl' .I~) = Uj,l + 1 • (70)
Since we assume rational behaviour, Uj,l + 1 is orthogonal to the information set .oil'
and for a vector of instruments ~jl whose elements are contained in njl we have
(71 )
where E is the unconditional expectation operator. For the panel data case the
population orthogonality conditions can be summed over the T waves, leading to
T
E L [fC:!.jl'~)~jJ =:E[o/~_j,~,~J] =0,
1=1
(72)
where :!-j = C:!.'j],:!-'j2," ·,:!-'iT)' and ~j = ~'il,lj2'" .,~'jT)" This otherwise arbitrary
procedure proves very useful for panel data: the main idea ofGMM estimation of ~o
is based on the fact that the sample analogue of (72) implies the following sample
orthogonality conditions
(73)
which converge to zero as N goes to infinity. A consistent estimator of ~o can be
obtainedby minimizing the following quadratic criterionfunction basedon the sample
orthogonality conditions:
(74)
where AN is a symmetric positivedefinite weighting matrix which is usually afunction
ofsample information. The asymptotic efficiency of the GMM estimator depends on
the specific choice for AN and the number and nature ofthe instruments chosen. Ifthe
en-orterm in (70) does not result from an optimal decision tuie underuncertainty, more
instruments (e.g. leads of ~jl) canbeused in orderto improvethe asymptoticefficiency
of the estimator. Hansen (1982) shows that the GMM estimator is consistent and
asymptotically normal. Because of restrictions in space we refrain from reproducing
the expressions for the optimal choice of AN and the asymptotiC covariances of the
estimators. The software packages DPD, HOTZTRAN, LIMDEP and MOMENTS
include subroutines\to perform GMM estimation.
As pointed out earlier, for normally distributed en-or terms, the conditional likelihood
approach is not feasible since the fixed effects do not vanish by conditIoning. Based
on the idea of Mundlak's (1978) con-elated random effects model Chamberlain
(1980,1984) proposed a random effects model assuming that the individual effect and
the explanatoryvariables arisefrom ajointnormal distribution. In Chamberlain'spanel
probit approach the error terms Ujl are ofthe general normal form:
29(75)
where the error terms are independent of the individual effects and the explanatory
variables. Suppose XiI consists for notational simplicity ofonly one single variable (is
a scalar). The central assumption in Chamberlain's approach is that the distribution of
Cj conditional on !.i = Xi!, ..., XiT can be specified as:
(76)
Given the distributional assumptions (75) and (76), the regression equation (63) takes
the form:
with the probability ofparticipation given by:




Thus, Yi: is a function ofall available leads and lags of Xii and efficient estimation
can be conducted in two stages. Rewrite (78) as
Yj* = rqi+ei (79)
with
(80)
where ~ is a T-dimensional column vector consisting ofones. Inthe first stage, each
row of n is estimated separately by cross-section probit (or cross 'section Tobit if
hours can be observed), and the restrictions given by (80) are imposed in the second
stagebyminimumdistanceestimation. Identificationofthe parameterscanbe obtained
by restricting one ofthe as to unity. In the panel Tobit case the I)-matrix is equal to
the matrix insquaredbracketsin (80) and henceidentification of ~ and ~ is warranted.
The'major advantage of Chamberlain's approach is the solution of the incidental
parameterproblembyassuming (76).Ifone is willingto acceptthis strongdistributional
assumption,Chamberlain'sapproachtopanelprobitandTobitmodelsrevealsanumber
of practical advantages. Beside the' computational simplicity, it allows for an unre-
stricted covariance matrix of the errors and robust estimates of the standard errors.
Simple X
2-tests can be applied as omnibus tests for model specification. Unlike the
conditional logit case, comparative statics can be performed in terms ofparticipation
probabilities for the probit case or in terms of the model parameters for the Tobit.,
Although from a theoretical point of view the formulation of the individual effect,is
not in accordance with our interpretation in section 2, from a practicalpoint of view
theusefulness oftheChamberlainapp'roachdependsonthequalityoftheapproximation
30in (76). Finally, notethatthe Chamberlainapproach is alsofeasible in the case oflagged
dependent variables. This might provide a simple way to relax the intertemporal
separability assumption.
for the sake of completeness, McFadden's (1989) method of simulated moments
(MSM) should be mentioned here. Itcan be used as an altemative approach to estimate
a panel probit model with random effects. Unlike the maximum likelihood approach
to the random effects probit model, this approach can also allow for an autoregressive
error structure and errors in variables. The basic idea of the MSM estimator is based
on momentconditions where response probabilities are replacedby simulatedresponse
probabilitiesin orderto avoid numerical integration. Undernottoo restrictive regularity
conditions the estimator is shown to be consistent and asymptotically normal. To our
knowledge, the MSM has not yet been applied to the estimation of labour supply
functions. See also Bloemen and Kapteyn (1990), Borsch-Supan (1990) and Oou-
rieroux and Monfort (1989) for related approaches.
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intertemporal separability in con-
straint, not in preferences
Stone-Geary
intertemporal subst. elasticity
a) .014 to .07 b) .08 to .45
instruments for wages:
a): past values
b): human capital variables
consumption as A-proxy:
-.11 to.17
intertempora1 subst. elasticity: .8 lagged hours significant,
at sample means underlines importance of
relaxation of separability
assumption
no elasticities available: solution intertemporal separability
Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985)




uncertainty in wages and interest
rates
Gorman polar/orm
Eckstein and Wolpin (1989a)
intertemporal separability in con-
straint
intertemporal non-separability







tests for impact ofunemployment
using specifications of MaCurdy
(1981) (MC) and Browning, Dea-




manual: .15 non-manual: .14




ofdynamic program ateach ite-
ration ofthe maximum likeli-
hood estimation procedure;
impact of a change in wages can
only be evaluated by means of
simulation
intertemporal subst. elasticity
-Me specification: a)-.l0 to .17
................................. b)-.17 to
.04







significance of year dum-
mies, incompatibilities
between leisure and goods
equations, reduction in con-
sumption in presence of
small children and unusual
hours profiles cast doubt on
life cycle hypothesis.
rejected. Marginal utility of
wealth varies over life cycle
according to interaction
between wages and partici-
pation
either workers are off their
supply function or more
complex models of intertem-
poral substitution must be
consideredand characteristics.







Data and other characteristics
PSID 1968 to 1981,597 males,
aged 25 to 49 in 1968 whose
wives were younger than 63 in
1968; subsamp1es according to
data
requirements
PSID 1969 to 1977,785 white
males, aged 20 to 50 in 1968,
0<hours<5000 in all periods
children (+) unemployed
joint inclusion of numbers ofchil- excluded from
dren and_cohortdummies leaves sample
no room for wages
FES 1970 to 77, pseudo-panel
in 8 five-year age cohorts, male
household heads aged 18-58 in
1970, married. Two subsam-
pIes: manual and non-manual
workers
children, husband's wage (-)
experience and schooling increase
disutility ofwork but effect on
wages (+): total effect (+)
measur~ment errors account for
85% ofvariation in wife's wage
test results concerning the impact
of unemployment robust to a wide











NLS 1967 to 81, 318 white
women aged 39-44 in 1967,
continuously married, with at
least 4 consecutive years of
data on participation
PSID 1971 to 79, 473 males,
aged 25-50 in 197i, continu-
ously married (same wife),
poverty subsample includedReference/separability/fU1lct. form Wage effects on hours
Table 1. Summary ofresults
Life cycle








no significant impact of
transitory income fluctuati-
ons, but no perfect substitu-
tability between leisures at
different periods
Negligible impact ofcorrec-
tion for selectivity bias
Hotz, Kydland and Sedlacek
(1988)
intertemporal separability in con-
straint
intertemporal non-separability
through leisure in preferences
no within-period additive
separability
uncertainty in wages / Translog
no elasticities available: con- intertemporal separability
sumption Euler equation estima- rejected; negative estimate
ted oftime preference points to
indirect inference: intertemporal remaining misspecification.
substitution elasticity falling
over life cycle








no uncertainty in estimated models
Box-Cox type





within period additive separability
Stone-Geary
not identified (reduced form
only)
intertemporal subst. elasticity:
a) 1.14 b) 1.72
a): restrictions on wages, num-
bers ofchildren and other
income








well determined but less
significant and less impor-
tant in Tobit estimates with
correlated random effects
and unrestricted covariance
for residual errors than in
other estimates
current income insignificant
with fixed effects but signi-
ficant with random effects;
cross-section
estimates biased away from
odue to omission ofindivi-




20 This is a lower bound for the intertemporaI substitution elasticity (see page 5).
34and characteristics. (continued)
Demographics and other effects
directly on labour supply:
children (-)
age (-)
through marginal value of utility
education (+)
children (-)
leisure becomes less substitutable
the higher the education and the
more children; exogeneity of





children effects stronger in panel
than in cross-section estimates



















Data and other characteristics
PSID 1968 to 75, 672 white
females aged 30-65 in 1968,
and subsample of212 continu-
ously married (same husband).
For Tobit, subsample of452
women who had worked in at
least one period
PSID 1967 to 78, 482 white
male household heads aged
23-52 in 1967, continuously






women aged 16-58 over
periods
PSID 1968-70-2-4,924 white
women aged 20-50 in 1968,
continuously married, not in
low income subsample.
Focus on random vs. fixed
effects vs. cross-section
SIME/DIME participants (1678
couples + 1339 single females)
responding in preenrollment
and first two years ofNIT
experiment; no marital change.Reference/separability/funct. form Wage effects on hours
Table I. Summary ofresults
Life cycle
Lilja (1986)
several models under certainty and
uncertainty, jointdecisions, ratio-
ning, additive and implicit
intertemporal separability, focus
on Frisch demands
functionalforms used include Box-
Cox type andBD! specifications
Lillard (1978)
no explicit reference to utility:
decomposition of wages and
earnings in permanent and
transitory components
LISREL application, allowing







family labour supply, without
separability assumption









a) m 0.38 to 0.42 f -.15 to -.14
b) m -.25 to -.23 f -.84 to -.25
c)mO.84to 1.14 f-.25to-.16
a): no distinction between per-






m 0.19 to 0.24 f -.83 to -.82
coefficient oflog wage in log
hours equation:
a) -.158 to -.184 (permanent)
b) -.307 to -.138 (transitory)
c) -.160 (equality restriction)
intertemporal subst. elasticitl
2
a) male -.067 female -.018
b) male 0.011 female 0.018
c) male 0.114 female 0.031
a): no children
b): one child
c): two or more
intertemporal subst. elasticity
0.10 to 0.23
results under uncertainty and
rationing suggest data diffi-
culties: need for savings or
consumption data; peak.
hours at peak. wages does
not hold true for unem-
ployed
not based on life cycle
theory
intertemporal substitution
rather than habit fonnation
21 Serial correlation not accounted for.
22 Own calculations at sample means, for shortrun reactions.
36and characteristics. (continued)
















PSID 1971 to 76, without low
income subsample, 631 white
male household heads aged
25-55 in 1968, employed in
each year, and subsample of
212 continuously married cou-
ples with working wives (selec-





serial correl. in transitory wage .8;
measurement error accounts for
6.6% (17.4%) ofvariation in ear-
nings (hours)
"traditional family" rejected, voluntary
"joint utility" not rejected, but
strong differences across samples:
a): no simultaneity but positive
habit formation;
b) and c): strong interactions in
labor supply decisions;
Children, rather than leisure,
importantjointly-consumed com-




PSID 1967 to 73, 1041 white
male household heads aged
18-58 in 1967, not in low
income subsample.
DIME 1972 (control group),
monthly information, 381 mar-
ried couples. Quarterly hours
worked by husband and wife
during the third year are the
eight dependent variables; pre-
ceding five quarters provide
iags. Three subsamples accor-
ding to presence and number of
small children.
PSID 1968 to 77, 513 white
males aged 25-47 in 1967, and
sUbsarhple of212 continuously
rharried (same wife).Reference/separability/funct. form Wage effects on hours




















no elasticities available: simula-




high hours early in life at
low wages due to human
capital formation efforts:
suggests varying rates of
returns to human capitaland characteristics. (continued)




Data and other characteristics
PSID 1968 to 1981, 526 white
male household heads aged
18-41 in 1968.
DIME 1972 to 1975, monthly
labour supply files, preenroll-
ment file, 121 married working
males from the control group.5 Overview ofqualitative and quantitative results
Table I gives informations concerning the separability assumptions'and the functional
forms adopted, the intertemporal substitutionelasticities reported, ifany, orthe nearest
information of that type, qualitative results concerning the validity of the life cycle
hypothesis, the significant socio-demographic effects, the treatment ofunemployment
and corresponding results and finally some information on the data used. We shall not
go through the table in detail since it was designed to be fairly self-contained. However,
some comments on the overall picture may be useful. Concentrating first on the ela-
sticities obtained both for men and for women, it is clear that the variance of the
"guesstimate" is not much lowerfor life cycle models using panel data than for models
estimated on cross sections. A look at the results reported by Ham (1986) shows that
Mroz' (1987) cross section results on the great sensitivity ofelasticity estimates based
on a single linear labour supply specification to exclusion restrictions, choice of sto-
chasticassumptionsandestimationmethodsextendtopanel datastudies.Table2makes
this vivid by reporting rough statistics on the distribution ofreported elasticities (i) in
all studies (ii) in studies using the PSID only and (iii) in studies using Box-Cox type
specifications: even in the latter fairly homogeneous groups the variability is consi-
derable. This points to the fragility ofthe results, and clearly more work is needed, on
refinement of the economic specification, on improving the quality of data and
appropriately treating measurement errors, on specification tests and relaxing distri-
butional assumptions, on taking account ofinstitutional restrictions on hours choice as
well as on cyclical aspects of labour demand, and possibly most importantly on
dynamics. Indeed the simplest explanation for the variety of elasticities is that the
assumption ofa constant intertemporal substitution elasticity is a misspecification.
6 Concluding conlments
Taking stock, we candraw the following conclusions. Firstly, in ouropinion, there has
still been so far too little emphasis on the relaxation ofad hoc assumptions. In a way
this is understandable because researchers have been busy introducing and manipu-
lating new and sometimes complex econometric methods. Yet it is disturbing to see
how popular the additively separable Box-Cox type specification has been over the
decade, even in studies putting forth ideas allowing much more flexible approaches:
so far, the greaterflexibility ofthe alternative to Frisch demands consisting in separate
estimation of within-period preferences and intertemporal preferences has not been
usedfully in labour supply studies. Secondly, there is clearly room for progress on the
data issues. Given the small sample sizes and the more orless pronounced arbitrariness
ofthe selection,mostofthe studies we have discussed definitely have amethodological
ratherthan asubstantive character. Moreover, the oftenmade selectionofcontinuously
marriedcouples is probably not exogenous with respect to labcursupply decisions and
Lundberg (1988) may well be over-optimistic when ste says that, thanks to the use of
panel data "most ofthe cross-section simultaneity between labor supply behavior and
the determinants ofhousehold fonnation will be avoided" (p. 226, ouremphasis). For
the same reason, care should be taken to adapt estimation methods so as to handle
40Table 2. Statistics on reported elasticities
Studies minimu 25% median 75% maxim number
m urn
All
male -.17 0.04 0.14 0.23 1.43 27
female -.83 -.62 -.14 0.65 1.72 9
PSID
male -.17 -.06 0.07 0.17 0.45 14
female -.83 -.60 -.15 0.80 1.72 7
Box-Cox
type -.11 0.04 0.10 0.60 1.43 10
male -.41 0.65 1.72 3
female
23
unbalanced panels. Thirdly, efforts to generalize dynamic structural models ofparti-
cipation to less restrictive aspects oflabourSupply, as well as efforts towards relaxing
arbitrary distributional assumptions should prove extremely rewarding.
23 Only 3 values: middle ofrange reponed instead ofmedian.
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